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Important notice. We have suspended thesis harvesting from university repositories in order to improve our systems. No
new theses have been.

Italian theses Tesionline allows you to search Italian theses. Most Canadian universities publish copies of their
theses and dissertation in their institutional repositories. Choose Hochschulscriftenvermerk from the second
pull-down menu. Order a copy of a thesis or dissertation Requests for copies of a microform thesis or
dissertation may be submitted using the online Order Form for Reproductions available on the Reproduction
requests page. This source includes details of theses completed at Spanish universities since  German theses
The online catalogue of the Deutsche National Bibliothek DNB allows you to search for dissertations and
theses written at universities across Germany. You may also like to search the library catalogues of individual
higher education institutions in New Zealand or the New Zealand Libraries' Catalogue. Click on Recherche.
Click on the Submit button. Enter your search terms. Pakistani theses Many theses and dissertation are
available in full text through the Pakistan Research Repository. Many of these theses are in English. To
retrieve digital theses from Pakistan, follow these steps: Go to the Pakistan Research Repository. To find the
full-text of Indian theses, follow these steps: Go to the Shodhganga Repository. Go to the Tesionline search
page. Finnish theses The University of Helsinki's e-Thesis site provides the full-text of recent theses. Enter
your keyword or keywords. To search for Swedish and Norwegian theses: Click on the Student theses radio
button. Coverage goes back to for theses in the humanities and social sciences. Click on the Go button. Theses
from onwards are often available for immediate download. Requested theses and dissertations will be
delivered to the pick-up shelves on the third floor. To ensure that material is available on the date of your visit,
you can place the retrieval request in Aurora a couple of days in advance. Enter your keywords into the Quick
Search box. It can be searched by author, title, keyword, abstract, and university. PQDT Open allows anyone
to download free full-text dissertations and theses. Enter your keywords in the search box.


